
Swordsman 1831 

Chapter 1831: Jian Wushuang’s Reply 

 

Upon seeing Jian Wushuang, who had appeared before them, the expressions of Fortress Master Hong 

Tian and the twelve Almighties behind him changed slightly. 

“The Star Palace Master is becoming more and more arrogant. I sent an invitation to him personally and 

in the end, he did not come,” Fortress Master Hong Tian said in a deep voice. 

“Palace Master is busy with his own matters and he does not have the time to care about such a small 

matter,” Jian Wushuang said nonchalantly. 

“Busy with his own matters? Isn’t is travelling in the Ancient Mystery Land? Hmph, that old bastard. I 

really hope that he will die in the Ancient Mystery Land one day,” Fortress Master Hong Tian snorted 

coldly and he did not care about Jian Wushuang who was present in the slightest bit. 

Upon hearing Fortress Master Hong Tian’s words, a light that was hard to notice flashed past Jian 

Wushuang’s eyes. 

The Fortress Master Hong Tian was right. The Star Palace Master had indeed died in the Ancient Mystery 

Land. 

“Fortress Master Hong Tian, let’s cut the crap. Why not tell me your motive this time around bluntly?” 

Jian Wushuang crossed his arms. 

“My motive is simple. Behind me, there are twelve Almighties. All of them are now my friends and they 

are all currently guests in my Deluge Fortress. I hope that the Lineage of Star will not make things 

difficult for them, if they do…” Fortress Master Hong Tian had only managed to speak until this point. 

“Then what?” Jian Wushuang laughed coldly, “Fortress Master Hong Tian, are you trying to threaten the 

Lineage of Star? Or do you plan to start a war with the Lineage of Star head-on?” 

Fortress Master Hong Tian was stunned and after muttering to himself for a long time, he spoke again, 

“Jian Wushuang, for you to be able to reach your current stage today, you are definitely not an idiot. 

You’re right. Your Lineage of Star is powerful. However, with many Almighties teaming up now, our 

lineup is probably more powerful than your Lineage of Star. If a great battle were to really break out on 

both sides, the end result would definitely be mutual destruction, with both sides suffering losses. Is 

there really a need for this?” 

“Why don’t both our sides take a step back? From today on, all these good friends of mine, including 

me, will make a detour right away if we come across experts of the Lineage of Star. As for you, you must 

not make trouble for us again. Deal?” 

“Take a step back? What a great idea,” Jian Wushuang laughed. 

“In other words, you agree to this?” Fortress Master Hong Tian looked over. 



“Agree? What a joke. Why must my Lineage of Star agree to all of you? Do you think that all of you have 

the right to get my Lineage of Star to retreat?” Jian Wushuang laughed with ridicule. 

Upon hearing that, the twelve Almighties behind Fortress Master Hong Tian were all enraged. 

“Jian Wushuang, don’t be too much!” 

“That’s right. Even if we were to have a great battle, do you think that we would be afraid of you?” 

“At most, there will be mutual destruction. Even if we were to die, your Lineage of Star would definitely 

suffer heavy losses like never before.” 

Many shouting voices could be heard in the hall repeatedly. 

The fury and god power that these shouting voices contained also caused many of the experts of the 

Sanctuary Alliance to shiver in fear. 

“Jian Wushuang,” Fortress Master Hong Tian’s voice turned cold. “To your Lineage of Star, this matter is 

considered huge. I think you had better have a good discussion with the Star Palace Master, as well as 

the other Hall Masters of the Lineage of Star first, before making a decision.” 

“Discuss with them? There’s no need for that,” Jian Wushuang shook his head and his eyes were 

extremely determined, like never before. “Since I have come alone, my decision can fully represent the 

Lineage of Star and I can give you my answer now!” 

“You wish for the Lineage of Star to retreat, for us to be non-aggressive toward one another and for us 

to stop what we are doing now? Impossible!!!” 

“Since my Lineage of Star has already made up our mind to take action, we will continue our massacre. 

Aren’t all of you gathered together and staying in the Deluge Fortress now? Since that’s the case, within 

ten years, my Lineage of Star will fight our way into the Deluge Fortress and kill the thirteen of you 

which is inclusive of you, Fortress Master Hong Tian!!” 

“None of you will be able to escape!!” 

Jian Wushaung was filled with murderous intent and he had already made up his mind a long time ago. 

He could tell that Fortress Master Hong Tian had invited him there on that very day simply to show him 

the power of their lineup in order to frighten him as well as the Lineage of Star so that the Lineage of 

Star would stop their massacre. 

In addition, their lineup was very powerful. 

Thirteen Almighties, which was inclusive of two Emperor Gods. Moreover, there was Fortress Master 

Hong Tian, a Peak Emperor God expert would be present. Even if it were a big powerhouse like the 

Soaring Heaven King Palace, they would not dare to provoke him as well. 

However, as their lineup was very powerful, it made Jian Wushuang want to kill them even more. 

It should be known that the Lineage of Star was about to face an unprecedented danger. The moment 

the danger descended upon them completely, a great number of experts from the powerhouses would 

probably throw themselves at them, including the thirteen Almighties which was inclusive of Fortress 



Master Hong Tian who already had a huge grudge against the Lineage of Star to begin with. Moreover, 

at that time, these thirteen Almighties would definitely bring about great dangers to the Lineage of Star. 

Hence, before the danger descended, these thirteen people had to die, no matter what! 

Within the hall, countless experts of the Sanctuary Alliance were gathered together. 

The thirteen people, which was inclusive of Fortress Master Hong Tian, continued standing at their 

positions and Jian Wushuang’s answer was still resounding in their ears. 

Within ten years, the Lineage of Star would fight their way to the Deluge Fortress and kill the thirteen of 

them? 

“How arrogant!!!” 

“How impudent!!!” 

“Jian Wushuang, you are too arrogant.” 

The Almighties were all extremely furious and some people even roared with fury repeatedly. If not for 

them being in the Thunderbolt Island and the fact that fighting was forbidden, some of them would have 

taken action to kill Jian Wushuang on the spot as they could no longer take it. 

After all, they were thirteen Almighties which was inclusive of Fortress Master Hong Tian as well. With 

such a powerful lineup and that they were willing to take a step back, Jian Wushuang still did not agree 

to their conditions in the end? 

Moreover, Jian Wushuang had also threatened to fight his way into the Deluge Fortress? 

This was him not caring about the thirteen of them at all. 

“Jian Wushuang, do you know what you have just said?” Fortress Master Hong Tian’s expression turned 

grave and he stared at Jian Wushuang. 

“Of course I do, and I will repeat it for all of you again. The thirteen of you had better sit back and 

prepare yourselves. Within ten years, my Lineage of Star will fight our way into the Deluge Fortress and 

get our hands on your necks,” Jian Wushuang’s voice was ice-cold. 

“Good, very good!” 

“Then I shall await respectfully in the Deluge Fortress for the arrival of the Lineage of Star!” 

Fortress Master Hong Tian’s voice was extremely cold and his eyes were also burning with flames with 

fury. 

Jian Wushuang curled his lips and he was too lazy to care about their response. As such, he turned his 

body and left. 

“Let’s leave,” Fortress Master Hong Tian waved his hands and he left with his twelve Almighties. 

After they left, the hall burst into an uproar. 

“How daring he is. This Jian Wushuang is really very daring!” 



“Fight their way into the Deluge Fortress? Where did his courage come from?” 

“Could it be that the Lineage of Star has planned to come out in full force? Even if that’s the case, they 

would still be unable to do anything against a battle array of thirteen Almighties. In particular, a super 

existence like the Fortress Master Hong Tian is present as well.” 

“Unless the Star Palace Master and Jian Wushuang unleash the Secret Skill of Star Palace at all costs. 

However, the Star Palace Master seems to be under some restrictions of the Sanctuary Alliance. Hence, 

won’t he be unable to unleash the Secret Skill of Star Palace at will and go on a killing spree?” 

Chapter 1832: Emperor God Liu Guang 

 

Lineage of Star would charge to Deluge Fortress within ten years. The news spread like wildfire. 

Eternal Chaotic World was instantly bubbling over with enthusiasm. 

After Jian Wushuang left Thunderbolt Island, his face was cold. 

At first, he thought the earlier massacre had already killed many experts who harbored grudges against 

Lineage of Star but he had never expected that there would be so many left. 

A total of thirteen Almighties combined was not a weak team formation. 

But Jian Wushuang had to kill all of them. 

“Palace Master,” Hall Master Yuan sent a message. 

“Hall Master Yuan, you have received the news, right?” Jian Wushuang assumed. 

“Yes, I have,” Hall Master Yuan replied, “Palace Master made the right decision. If it was during normal 

times, it’d be okay for Lineage of Star to take a step back when Fortress Master Hong Tian and the 

others united and were willing to take a step back. But now… Lineage of Star is caught between life and 

death. The abyss is right behind us and we can’t even take a step back. Fortress Master Hong Tian and 

the rest have to be exterminated before the danger explodes. Otherwise, they will become a sharp 

blade that is pointed at the heart of Lineage of Star.” 

“It seems like you agree with my course of action,” Jian Wushuang smiled. 

“Of course I do. It’s just that they are a group of thirteen Almighties. It won’t be easy to kill all of them,” 

Hall Master Yuan sighed. 

“Don’t worry. As I said, I will head to Deluge Fortress within ten years, I naturally am confident in killing 

them,” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Mm,” Hall Master Yuan nodded too. “Yeah, Palace Master, do you want Hall Master Gu Xin and Hall 

Master Nie Yun to come over and help you?” 

“It’s okay. Let them continue to chase after Real Gods who hold grudges against Lineage of Star. I’ll take 

care of things here,” Jian Wushuang said. 

“I understand,” Hall Master Yuan didn’t ask further. 



An ancient spaceship continued to travel forward at a high speed in the dark void. Half a year later, he 

arrived at a piece of floating land. 

The land wasn’t huge in size but there were mountains and rivers. It was a painting-like scenery. 

Jian Wushuang had just landed on the land when there were immediately two flowing lights that flew 

over. 

“Who is this?” 

The two flowing lights were two silver-armored soldiers. They were looking at Jian Wushuang with their 

guards up. 

Although they were only soldiers, their auras were already at the level of Real God. 

“Please notify your betters that Sword Emperor from Lineage of Star has come to visit,” Jian Wushuang 

smiled as he let out his divine might. 

Feeling Jian Wushuang’s divine might, the two soldiers immediately realized that the visitor was an 

Almighty. They didn’t dare to delay and immediately reported. 

In the middle of the land, there was an ancient palace. In the palace, there was a golden-robed lady that 

sat on a cattail hassock. The golden-robed lady had a lightning mark in-between her eyebrows. 

Suddenly, a maidservant came in and bowed politely. 

The golden-robed lady fluttered her eyelids and opened her eyes. 

“What is it?” The golden-robed lady’s voice was cold. 

“Master, there’s a visitor. He said that he is Sword Emperor from Lineage of Star. He said that he has 

come to visit you,” the maidservant said politely. 

“Sword Emperor from Lineage of Star?” The golden-robed lady looked shocked, “I do not have anything 

to do with Lineage of Star. Not too long ago, Jian Wushuang said that he wanted to barge into Deluge 

Fortress in ten years time, why did he come to look for me now?” 

Although the golden-robed lady was confused, she waved and said, “Let him in.” 

“Yes,” the maidservant left. 

Very soon, Jian Wushuang came to the palace under the lead of the maidservant. 

“Jian Wushuang greets Emperor God Liu Guang,” Jian Wushuang was polite but he wasn’t fearful. 

Emperor God Liu Guang was a peak expert in the twenty-seventh place on Heaven and Earth Supreme 

ranking list. In terms of power, she was one notch stronger than the Master of Star Palace. She was 

definitely considered a terrifying existence. 

However, Jian Wushuang also possessed fighting power of a Peak Emperor God. Hence, they were not 

far apart in power, they naturally could speak on even ground. 



“I wonder why the famous Sword Emperor has come to my place?” Emperor God Liu Guang stared at 

Jian Wushuang with her pair of eyes that were giving out faint golden light. It was as though she was 

trying to see through Jian Wushuang but she couldn’t see anything. 

“I think Emperor God Liu Guang also knew that Lineage of Star would barge into Deluge Emperor within 

ten years, right?” Jian Wushuang looked at Emperor God Liu Guang. 

“Yes,” Emperor God Liu Guang nodded. She wasn’t cultivating in seclusion so she pretty much knew 

what had happened within Eternal Chaotic World, especially about that incident. It had been a great 

scene and it would be difficult for Emperor God Liu Guang to not know about it. 

“If so, I will not beat around the bush. Deluge Fortress has a total of thirteen Almighties. To kill all 

thirteen Almighties is easier said than done. So, I’d like to ask Emperor God Liu Guang for help,” Jian 

Wushuang said straightforwardly. 

“You want me to help you?” Emperor God Liu Guang looked cold, “Jian Wushuang, no matter if it is you 

or Lineage of Star behind you, we share no relations. Plus, Fortress Master Hong Tian and the others 

have never offended me before. Under such circumstances, why would I want to help you?” 

“Because of this,” Jian Wushuang flipped his hand and there was a strange-looking jade sword. 

Emperor God Liu Guang, who looked originally cold, her eyes dilated in shock when she saw the jade 

sword. There was also a glimpse of light in her eyes but she instantly concealed it. 

“Jian Wushuang, where did you get this jade sword?” Emperor God Liu Guang looked at him. 

“Regardless of where I got this from, this jade sword is in my hands and Emperor God Liu Guang has 

been wanting to get this jade sword,” Jian Wushuang smiled. 

The jade sword had been given to Jian Wushuang many years ago when he took He Xiu in as his disciple 

and He Xiu gave it to him, along with the nine Taiqing Ancient Panaceas. 

The jade sword and Taiqing Ancient Panaceas were from Sir God Dan Hong’s cave dwelling who had 

passed away long ago. 

Back then, Jian Wushuang didn’t know what the purpose of the jade sword was, but when he returned 

to Lineage of Star and asked Hall Master Yuan, he had found out that the jade sword was a token to 

enter the third most famous dangerous place in the Third Lair, Blood Cloud Palace! 

There was a total of ten tokens to enter Blood Cloud Palace, which were ten jade swords. Only one with 

a jade sword could enter Blood Cloud Palace. 

It was a pity that it still required a long time until Blood Cloud Palace open again. Hence, there wasn’t 

any use of the jade sword in Jian Wushuang’s hands. 

However, Jian Wushuang knew that Emperor God Liu Guang had been looking for the jade sword over 

the years. 

“Emperor God Liu Guang, I heard that the last time when Blood Cloud Palace was open, your husband 

went in to explore with one of the jade swords, but in the end, he never came out. For all these years, 

you have been looking for a new jade sword. You should be thinking of entering Blood Cloud Palace the 



next time it opens again, to look for your husband. It’s a pity that you have yet to find one,” Jian 

Wushuang said coldly. 

Chapter 1833: Assistance 

 

“I really do want the jade sword.” 

Emperor God Liu Guang lifted her head and looked at Jian Wushuang, “However, there is a total of ten 

jade swords. Even though there are a few that are lost, there are still some remaining. Plus, it will be still 

a long time until the next opening of Blood Cloud Palace. In this period of time, I can totally look for it 

slowly on my own. With my power and my position, it will definitely not be difficult for me to find one. I 

don’t have to cae about the jade sword in your hand.” 

Jian Wushuang’s face changed slightly. He knew what Emperor God Liu Guang said was a fact. 

Although the token to enter Blood Cloud Palace was rare and precious, if Emperor God Liu Guang were 

to spend some time and effort to look for it slowly, she would be able to find it. It wasn’t too high of a 

price to pay. 

“Emperor God Liu Guang, if you help, I will owe you a favor,” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Oh?” Emperor God Liu Guang was surprised. 

Although she was dying to get the jade sword, she wasn’t in a hurry. Jian Wushuang couldn’t convince 

her with the jade sword. 

But with the addition of Jian Wushuang’s favor, the deal was entirely different. 

One should know that if Jian Wushuang could breakthrough and become an Almighty, he would possess 

fighting power of a Great Emperor. He might even reach the level of Emperor Bai. 

Although he would come across countless dangers and unexpected incidents during the process, there 

was a high hope after all. 

“A possible Great Emperor-to-be who could be side-by-side with Emperor Bai, a favor from him is hard 

to come by,” Emperor Liu Guang nodded and stood up, “Jian Wushuang, I agree to make a trip to Deluge 

Fortress with you, but there’s one thing… I will only attack once. After the fight with Deluge Fortress, 

regardless of if you reach your goal to kill all the Almighties or not, I will not attack again.” 

“Okay,” Jian Wushuang nodded. 

He intended to destroy Deluge Fortress in one shot anyway. It was naturally unnecessary to attack the 

second time. 

“If so, let’s move now,” Emperor God Liu Guang said. 

Jian Wushuang immediately made a move with Emperor God Liu Guang and Emperor God Liu Guang 

entered the ancient spaceship that Jian Wushuang had come in. 

“Master,” Jian Yi stood next to Jian Wushuang. 



“Sword Emperor, this is…?” Emperor God Liu Guang glanced at Jian Yi. In her eyes, Jian Yi was just an 

ordinary person. 

“He’s my servant. He takes care of my daily living. He doesn’t have any power,” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Oh?” Emperor God Liu Guang understood. 

Very quickly, the ancient spaceship departed. 

… 

In the dark void outside Abysmal Sanctuary, the ancient spaceship stopped in silence. 

“Sword Emperor, what are we doing outside Abysmal Sanctuary?” Emperor God Liu Guang asked. 

“Don’t be in a hurry, let’s wait,” Jian Wushuang said. 

“It seems like you have other helpers. Well, that makes sense. Deluge Fortress gathered thirteen 

Almighties and there are Fortress Master Hong Tina and Emperor God Bing Can in commanding position. 

To kill all of them, Lineage of Star definitely has to turn out its full force. Would the Master of Star Palace 

be involved this time as well?” Emperor God Liu Guang said. 

Jian Wushuang didn’t explain but continued to wait. 

A few months later, a black spaceship drove over. Then, a black-robed, evil-looking young man walked 

out of the spaceship and entered Jian Wushuang’s silver spaceship. 

“Sword Emperor, oh, Emperor God Liu Guang is here too?” 

The black-robed young man was calm when he saw Jian Wushuang, but he revealed a reverent look 

when he saw Emperor God Liu Guang. 

Emperor God Liu Guang was a superb existence in the twenty-seventh place on Heaven and Earth 

Supreme ranking list. 

“Emperor God Jiu Yin? You asked him too?” Emperor God Liu Guang looked at Jian Wushuang. 

Jian Wushuang smiled faintly then he flipped his hand and took out a spear that gave out boundless 

chilliness. He passed it to the black-robed young man, Emperor God Jiu Yin. 

“Emperor God Jiu Yin, this is your reward. What do you think?” Jian Wushuang said. 

“It’s really a Chaotic Divine Treasure and the power seems strong too,” there was passion burning in 

Emperor God Jiu Ying’s eyes. 

He wasn’t close to Jian Wushuang. The reason why he had rushed over was that Jian Wushuang had sent 

him a text and said that the reward would be a Chaotic Divine Treasure. 

Chaotic Divine Treasure, even an ordinary Emperor God wouldn’t have one. Only an Emperor God with 

extremely strong power would have at most only two of the items. 

Just like Emperor God Jiu Ying, he only had a simple attack Chaotic Divine Treasure. 



Then, he was only going to offer Jian Wushuang a helping hand to barge into Deluge Fortress so he 

would be able to get a Chaotic Divine Treasure. Emperor God Jiu Yin of course wouldn’t decline. 

“Sword Emperor lives up to his name. You are quite generous,” Emperor God Liu Guang glanced at Jian 

Wushuang. 

“It’s only a Chaotic Divine Treasure. Now I get to invite an Emperor God experts who was on the forty-

ninth place on Heaven and Earth Supreme ranking list to join forces with me. It’s very worthy,” Jian 

Wushuang smiled faintly. 

Although Emperor God Jiu Yin wasn’t a Peak Emperor God, he was very close to one. His close combat 

skill was extremely scary and it would be best to use it to massacre some Sir Gods. 

“I have something to tell the two of you ahead of time,” Jian Wushuang looked at Emperor God Liu 

Guang and Emperor God Jiu Yin and said, “There are only three of us who are going to barge into Deluge 

Fortress.” 

“What?” Emperor God Jiu Yin’s face instantly grew grave. 

Emperor God Liu Guang also looked at Jian Wushuang in shock. 

“Sword Emperor, you’re joking, right? The three of us can fight evenly with the thirteen Almighties led 

by Fortress Master Hong Tian? Plus, Fortress Master Hong Tian and the others knew that you’re coming 

after them, they will definitely make preparations ahead of time. Who knows, by then, we might be 

dealing with more than thirteen, maybe fifteen or more,” Emperor God Jiu Yin said. 

“With the three of us, if we were to fight with Fortress Master Hong Tian and the others altogether, we 

might only have a fifty percent chance of winning,” Emperor God Liu Guang remained cold. “Sword 

Emperor, you paid a huge price to invite myself and Emperor God Jiu Yin. You won’t only do it for a fifty 

percent winning chance, right?” 

“Of course not,” Jian Wushuang smiled. Then, he flipped his hands. There were immediately four silver-

armored, brawny figures that appeared next to him. 

“This is… Dao soldiers?” Emperor God Liu Guang was shocked. 

“Emperor God Liu Guang, you know them?” Jian Wushuang was surprised too. 

Emperor God Liu Guang nodded, “Once when I wandered in Ancient Mystery Land, I met similar Dao 

soldiers. It is said that Dao soldiers are substantiated with ancient tribe experts’ blood essence. There 

are a few levels and these four silver-armored Dao soldiers should have the power of an ordinary 

Emperor God. The four of them together should be able to match evenly with an Emperor God. 

“In addition of the four Dao soldiers, our winning chance should increase by ten percent.” 

“Sixty percent?” Jian Wushuang smiled, “Don’t worry. When I’m here, there won’t only be a sixty 

percent winning chance.” 

“Let’s go.” 



The huge silver spaceship immediately plunged in the direction of Abysmal Sanctuary at a terrifyingly 

fast speed. 

An earth-shattering war was coming. 

… 

Chapter 1834: To Deluge Fortress 

 

Deluge Fortress in Abysmal Sanctuary. 

In the spacious palace, there were thirteen Almighties gathered, including Fortress Master Hong Tian. 

“Everyone, let me tell you the good news. Emperor God Zhen Huo has already accepted my invitation 

and he is already on the way here. He will arrive in Abysmal Sanctuary within three years,” Fortress 

Master Hong Tian looked around. 

“Emperor God Zhen Huo is coming too?” 

“That’s great!” 

“With Emperor God Zhen Huo’s help, our team formation will be even stronger.” 

The moment the news spread, the surrounding twelve Almighties were excited. 

“Previously, Emperor God Long Yan accepted my invitation. In addition, there’s Emperor God Zhe Huo. It 

equals to the assistance of two Emperor God experts. Besides, there is a total of eight Sir Gods who have 

accepted our invitation too. If all of us are added up, we of Deluge Fortress will have gathered four 

Emperor Gods and over twenty Sir Gods by then.” 

“With such team formation, we could even wipe out Soaring Heaven King Palace. We don’t have to be 

fearful of Lineage of Star. What we need to do now is wait patiently for Emperor Gods and the Sir Gods 

who accepted our invitation to arrive,” Fortress Master Hong Tian smiled and said. 

As their negotiation with Jian Wushuang had failed and Jian Wushuang had said that he would barge 

into Deluge Fortress within ten years, Fortress Master Hong Tian and the others naturally had to be 

prepared. 

They had been contacting their good friends and experts who shared a relationship with them to offer 

them rewards for them to rush over for assistance. 

In merely a year, they had invited two Emperor Gods and eight Sir Gods. 

“Emperor God Bing Can, is there any movement in Lineage of Star?” Fortress Master Hong Tian suddenly 

looked at Emperor God Bing Can. 

“I already assigned men to keep watch of Lineage of Star. Besides, we also asked Vientiane Tower to 

watch after them as well. However, it’s weird that there isn’t any movement in Lineage of Star. Hall 

Master Gu Xin and Hall Master Nie Yun are back in Lineage of Star. There’s only Jian Wushuang alone… 

He has no fixed whereabouts. We do not know where he is temporarily,” Emperor God Bing Can said. 



“Humph, no matter where he goes, he will definitely be here in ten years’ time. Before that, we only 

have to keep watch of Lineage of Star. After all, when he comes, he definitely will make use of Lineage 

of Star’s power. Wait till the few Almighties from Lineage of Star or the Master of Star Palace come out 

from Lineage of Star, it means that they are going to launch an attack,” Fortress Master Hong Tian 

smirked coldly. 

“I reckon Lineage of Star will definitely need to prepare themselves before launching an attack as well,” 

one of the Sir Gods said. 

“Of course they have to prepare, but that gives us time to prepare as well. After some time, the experts 

that we invited will arrive and I’d like to see what Lineage of Star can do to us,” the Almighties at the 

scene sneered. 

They assumed that Jian Wushuang would need to prepare elaborately before barging into Deluge 

Fortress and they also thought that he would utilize the power of Lineage of Star. 

Such as the Master of Star Palace, Hall Master Gu Xin and Hall Master Nie Yun would all join the troop. 

But in actual fact… The ancient silver spaceship that Jian Wushuang was driving had already arrived 

outside Deluge Fortress. 

The ancient silver spaceship stopped in the void above as it overlooked the lofty fortress at the end. 

There was even a layer of faint grey film around the fortress. It was a huge formation and its power was 

quite strong. 

“When I said that I am going to barge into Deluge Fortress within ten years in front of everyone on 

thunderbolt Island, I was obviously not joking. Everyone in Deluge Fortress knew that clearly. So, they 

definitely will have started preparing immediately. For example, they would figure out ways to invite 

experts over to assist them. However, inviting experts takes time too,” Jian Wushuang overlooked the 

huge fortress at the end of his sight. 

He had also invited experts but he only invited two. 

These two people were from Abysmal Sanctuary. Hence, he had only used a year’s time in total. 

In one year, he believed that the experts that Deluge Fortress invited definitely couldn’t reach them so 

soon. 

Even if one or two arrived, it wouldn’t have too much of an effect on the overall situation. 

“Sword Emperor, none of the Almighties from Lineage of Star are coming. Just the few of us with a few 

Dao soldiers, we will attack Deluge Fortress?” Emperor God Jiu Yin found it strange. 

“Why? Is Emperor God Jiu Yin afraid?” Jian Wushuang smiled. 

“I’m not afraid, but I feel uncertain,” Emperor God Jiu Yin shook his head and said, “Sword Emperor, I’ll 

be frank. If I find things not right when the fight starts, as in there’s life-threatening danger, I will leave 

immediately. Although Chaotic Divine Treasure is hard to come by, it’s not worth risking my life for it.” 



“Alright,” Jian Wushuang nodded, “But you have to give your all during the fight later. If your life wasn’t 

endangered but you left or you made a groundless retreat, don’t blame me for not recognizing your 

effort. You should know the outcome of being eyed by myself or my Palace Master, right?” 

Emperor God Jiu Yin’s face grew grave and his heart quivered in fear. 

Everyone had seen the massacre that Jian Wushuang carried out in the past. He had killed two Emperor 

Gods in public and his name was well known. 

As for the Master of Star Palace behind Jian Wushuang, he was even scarier. Many years ago, the 

Master of Star Palace massacred and the sight had struck fear into many. 

If he were to be eyed by the two… Emperor God Jiu Yin quivered at the thought itself. 

“Don’t worry, I won’t leave until the very last moment,” Emperor God Jiu Yin said. 

“That’s great,” Jian Wushuang smiled. 

“Sword Emperor, there’s a formation around Deluge Fortress. It seems that they immediately asked 

someone to set it up after they knew that you were going to come. The formation seems powerful. I 

don’t think it’ll be easy for us to barge in,” Emperor God Liu Guang looked at Jian Wushuang. 

“Let me take care of this formation,” Jian Wushuang smiled faintly. 

“Oh?” Emperor God Liu Guang and Emperor God Jiu Yin looked at Jian Wushuang in shock. 

“Let me send a present to Deluge Fortress,” Jian Wushuang’s eyes grew cold and there was a scroll 

painting in his hand all of a sudden. 

Then, Jian Wushuang threw the scroll painting into the void above. The scroll painting blended with the 

universe and suddenly, the sky above made a drastic change. 

Vroom. Boundless aura spread across. 

The sky above turned into a beautiful world. There were mountains and rivers in the world where birds 

sang and flowers emitted their fragrance. 

The most enchanting part was the nine lofty continents in the world. Every continent was huge and 

boundless, and their lofty aura was shocking. 

The scroll painting world moved the universe, including the nine lofty continents, above Deluge Fortress. 

The strongest treasure that Jian Wushuang held, Mountain River Map, was spread open! 

… 

Chapter 1835: Welcome Gift 

 

“This is…” 

Emperor God Liu Guang and Emperor God Jiu Yin looked at the scroll painting world above them. They 

felt the magnificent aura that was given out and their gaze fixed upon it. 



“Nine-province of the universe, Yang Province as the seal!” 

“Overwhelm the Rain!” 

Jian Wushuang bellowed and his palm swung to the void above. 

Rumble. The universe shook and a lofty continent descended from the scroll painting world and pressed 

down. 

“This power…” Emperor God Liu Guang looked shocked. 

Emperor God Jiu Yin was terrified. He stared at the lofty continent as it pressed down at Deluge Fortress. 

In Deluge Fortress, in the spacious palace where Fortress Master Hong Tian and the other thirteen 

Almighties gathered. 

Suddenly, a shocking power pressed down. The thirteen Almighties including Fortress Master Hong Tian 

quickly lifted their heads. 

“What’s going on?” 

“Such terrifying pressure!” 

“What happened?” 

The thirteen Almighties immediately soared up from the palace in shock. 

After leaving the palace, they immediately looked to the lofty continent that descended from the sky 

above. 

Huge, the continent was too huge. 

The power that it contained was earth-shattering and the Almighties were shocked. 

“Oh my God!” 

“This, is this punishment of God from above?” 

“No, it’s going to hit.” 

The lofty continent covered the entire Deluge Fortress. It first pressed against the formation 

surrounding Deluge Fortress. Fortress Master Hong Tian asked people to set up the formations within 

the past one year and its power was terrifying. Under normal circumstances, even if two to three 

Emperor Gods joined forces, they would need some time till they could resolve the formation. 

Then, as the lofty continent descended, the entire formation was shaking vigorously from the pressure. 

After a while, it collapsed and shattered. 

“The formation broke?” 

The Almighties stared with their eyes wide. They then roared in the next moment. 

“Be careful!” 

“The continent is pressing down at us!” 



“Quick, hurry up and block!” 

Fortress Master Hong Tian, Emperor God Bing Can and the other eleven Sir Gods immediately took 

action. 

There were fierce auras exploding from the thirteen of them. The ferocious attack hit the descending 

lofty continent like lightning. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! 

There were deafening noises that rang continuously. It could destroy the universe. 

Along with the noises, the entire Deluge Fortress was covered by the lofty continent entirely. 

In the void, Jian Wushuang, Emperor God Liu Guang and Emperor God Jiu Yong stood as they watched 

Deluge Fortress from afar. 

Emperor God Liu Guang and Emperor God Jiu Ying’s facial expression were both very interesting. 

“Sword Emperor, this is the welcome gift you gave to Deluge Fortress?” Emperor God Liu Guang looked 

at Jian Wushuang. 

She could feel the power of the lofty continent earlier wasn’t any weaker than her strongest hit that she 

could perform with all her strength. It might even be stronger than her full-force hit. 

To be able to perform an attack of such level, Jian Wushuang’s power… 

“It isn’t easy to perform this move. It’s already great that I could perform it once,” Jian Wushuang 

smiled. Then, he waved and the Nine-province world dispersed very quickly and turned into a scroll 

painting in Jian Wushuang’s hand again. 

Although Emperor Liu Guang heard Jian Wushuang say so, she didn’t quite believe him. 

After all, when Jian Wushuang had performed the earlier move, he didn’t look like he had had any 

difficulty. 

“The formation has broken. Now, it’s time for a head-on fight,” Jian Wushuang smiled. 

Emperor God Liu Guang and Emperor God Jiu Yin looked forward and the boundless divine power 

gradually dispersed and revealed the scene within. 

Under the weight of the lofty continent, the huge Deluge Fortress was crushed to the ground. The 

original fortress was replaced with a huge pit. 

In the void above the pit, there were thirteen figures that stood there coldly. 

They were the thirteen Almighties, including Fortress Master Hong Tian himself. 

Jian Wushuang had performed Overwhelm the Rain with his full force earlier. Although it broke the 

formation surrounding Deluge Fortress and raze Deluge Fortress to the ground, the full pressure on the 

thirteen Almighties didn’t bring about any damage or injury to them. 

Even so, Jian Wushuang was content. 



At least his move had brought about a deterrent power to his enemies. 

Then, among the thirteen Almighties, Fortress Master Hong Tian’s eyes were bloodshot and he was 

raging in anger. After all, Deluge Fortress was his lair. He had resided there all those years. Then, it had 

been razed to the ground. Even though it had been easy for him to rebuild Deluge Fortress, it had been 

rather humiliating to have his lair razed to the ground before everyone else. 

As for the twelve Almighties behind him, they were all raging with anger. However, in the anger there 

was a faint fear. 

They were fearful of the power in the earlier move. 

Such terrifying power… Luckily, the thirteen Almighties had teamed up and they had Fortress Master 

Hong Tian, who was a Peak Emperor God. If they were to be against him one-on-one, they might be 

gone without any trace under such power. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

There were seven figures that plunged over from afar and appeared before the thirteen Almighties. 

“Jian Wushuang!!!” 

Fortress Master Hong Tian and the others saw the incomer and they immediately clenched their teeth. 

Of course, they had already noticed Emperor God Liu Guang and Emperor God Jiu Yin by his side. 

They were fine when they saw Emperor God Jiu Ying. However, when they saw Emperor God Liu Guang, 

many of their faces grew grave. 

Emperor God Liu Guang was a Peak Emperor God who was on a higher ranking than the Master of Star 

Palace and Fortress Master Hong Tian. 

But then, the Peak Emperor God was standing with Jian Wushuang. 

“Fortress Master Hong Tian and everyone, my welcome gift is quite good, huh?” Jian Wushuang smiled 

faintly but his voice was extremely cold. 

“B*stard!” Fortress Master Hong Tian clenched his hand and there was soaring murderous intention in 

his eyes. 

The Almighties behind him were all shocked. 

“How is it possible? Jian Wushuang came so soon?” 

“Didn’t he say in ten years’ time? It has only been a year. In only a year, he got Emperor God Liu Guang 

and Emperor God Jiu Yin to help him?” 

“Forget about Emperor God Jiu Yin. Emperor God Liu Guang never gets involved in others’ fights. What 

price did Jian Wushuang pay to get her to be here?” 

“D*mn it. The experts that we invited have yet to reach us and Jian Wushuang is already here?” 

“What to do? What should I do?” 



The Almighties were panicking. 

Too bad. The scene was beyond their expectations. 

It was entirely different from what they had expected. 

Chapter 1836: War Exploded 

 

They assumed that Jian Wushuang definitely needed to prepare elaborately before he barged into 

Deluge Fortress. Plus, Lineage of Star would definitely turn out in full strength. 

Hence, they had been keeping a tight watch at Lineage of Star. They would immediately raise their 

guards when there was any movement. 

But they had never expected that Jian Wushuang would find two Emperor Gods as his assistants within a 

year and come directly. On top of that, he didn’t use any power from Lineage of Star. 

Then, Jian Wushuang’s sudden attack had caught them totally off guard. 

“Humph, why are you panicking?” 

Fortress Master Hong Tian harrumphed and he looked around coldly. “Although the formation has been 

broken and the experts that we have invited have yet to arrive, Jian Wushuang’s team formation is only 

three Emperor Gods plus four war puppets. With our power, we could totally be evenly matched. As for 

victory and defeat, it is still unknown.” 

The Almighties became confident when they heard him. 

It was true that Jian Wushuang’s sudden attack was beyond their expectations, but the experts that had 

come with Jian Wushuang weren’t many. 

Including Jian Wushuang himself, there was only the fighting power of three Emperor Gods and four war 

puppets. They were thirteen Almighties teamed up. There were two Emperor Gods too, Fortress Master 

Hong Tian and Emperor God Bing Can. They could totally be evenly matched. 

Then, the Almighties calmed down and their gazes grew cold. There was war intention that suddenly 

soared from their bodies too. 

“Emperor God Liu Guang, I shall pass Fortress Master Hong Tian to you. Keep him occupied,” Jian 

Wushuang said. 

“I’m doing this personally. He doesn’t stand a chance to run free. However, are you sure that you only 

need me to suppress Fortress Master Hong Tian alone?” Emperor God Liu Guang asked in shock. 

In terms of power, Emperor God Liu Guang was much stronger than Fortress Master Hong Tian. 

If she were to use her full force, not only could she suppress Fortress Master Hong Tian, she could even 

be involved with other battles. 



“You can just focus on not letting Fortress Master Hong Tian run free. As for the others…” Jian 

Wushuang smirked coldly and said, “I’ll take care of Emperor God Bing Can. The rest of the eleven Sir 

Gods will be taken care of by Emperor God Jiu Ying and the four Dao soldiers. No problem, right?” 

“Eleven Sir Gods?” Emperor God Jiu Yin creased his eyebrows, “With four Dao soldiers, I should be able 

to match them evenly but I reckon I can’t sustain it for too long.” 

“You don’t have to endure for long. A short while will do,” Jian Wushuang smiled. 

“If so, let’s do it,” Emperor God Liu Guang’s gaze grew cold. 

“Die!” 

Jian Wushuang bellowed and the murderous intention flooded out from his body like a rising tide. 

His figure burst out in an instant. 

“Kill them all!” 

Fortress Master Hong Tian let out an angry roar and the thirteen Almighties’ aura spread vigorously as 

they took action at the same time. 

The war exploded all of a sudden. 

“Fortress Master Hong Tian, your opponent is me.” 

Her cold voice reverberated in the universe. Emperor God Liu Guang was like a flowing light and her 

speed was terrifyingly fast, far beyond Jian Wushuang and Emperor God Jiu Ying’s. She appeared in front 

of Fortress Master Hong Tian at the first instant. At the same time, a resplendent, flowing light burst out 

and aimed at Fortress Master Hong Tian’s throat. 

Fortress Master Hong Tian’s eyes dilated. He could belittle Emperor God Jiu Yin and also Jian Wushuang, 

but he definitely didn’t have the guts to belittle Emperor God Liu Guang. 

“Humph!” 

There was a cold humph and there were huge axes that appeared in Fortress Master Hong Tian’s both 

hands. The two huge axes were filled with terrifying rage. They were a pair originally. Judging from their 

auras, the pair of huge axes were obviously Chaotic Divine Treasures. 

As one of the huge axes swung out, the flowing light that burst out instantly shattered. 

“Go!” Emperor God Liu Guang pointed and the glaring light lit up the universe. 

A white phoenix that showered under divine light substantiated. The white phoenix brought about 

threatening power that pierced the void and appeared in front of Fortress Master Hong Tian. 

Fortress Master Hong Tian’s face grew in distress. Then, there was an ancient beast shadow that soared 

up behind him and his divine body grew tremendously to three meters tall. His imposing aura had 

suddenly increased to a new level as well. 

He swung out two of his huge swords as though it could level mountain and blast cliff. 



At the instant when the power exploded, Fortress Master Hong Tian roared, “Emperor God Liu Guang, 

we bear no grudges against each other. What did Jian Wushuang offer you?” 

“Why would I tell you what he offered me?” Emperor God Liu Guang’s voice was cold. 

“Regardless of what he offered, I’m willing to pay double the price for you to leave. What do you think?” 

Fortress Master Hong Tian said again. 

“Double the price? Hehe, you can’t afford,” Emperor God Liu Guang didn’t want to waste any time with 

Fortress Master Hong Tian. In her hands, there was a pair of crystal-clear white gloves. 

The aura given out by the white gloves was shocking. It was obviously a Chaotic Divine Treasure as well. 

“D*mn it!” 

Fortress Master Hong Tian’s face instantly changed. 

When Emperor God Liu Guang and Fortress Master Hong Tian had fought, Jian Wushuang, Emperor God 

Jiu Yin and the four silver-armored Dao soldiers had been fighting with the other twelve Almighties too. 

“Emperor God Bing Can!” 

Jian Wushuang’s eyes were cold and he locked his eyes on one person. 

“Jian Wushuang!” Emperor God Bing Can’s gaze were unusually cold. 

“Die,” Jian Wushuang’s murderous intention flashed. Although there was a good distance in between 

them, there were suddenly two resplendent golden lights next to him. 

The two resplendent golden lights shook faintly and instantly pierced through the Spacetime. In the 

blink of an eye, they appeared before Emperor God Bing Can. 

Emperor God Bing Can’s divine power churned and he didn’t dare to make any careless mistakes. There 

was a boundless chilliness that spread out of his body. The chilliness froze the surrounding void and the 

surrounding tens of thousands of miles turned into ice caves while the Emperor God Bing Can was the 

ruler of the ice cave. 

“Slash!” 

A saber filled with chilliness appeared in his hands. The direction where his blade light pointed at turned 

into frost. 

The golden lights that burst out of the two Hong Jung Golden Sword collided with the blade light. 

Dang! Dang! 

There were two continuous clashes. Every clash contained a terrifying explosion of divine power that 

flowed out. 

After the clash, Emperor God Bing Can’s body was the first that retreated and he retreated by almost 

ten thousand miles. 



“Such a powerful force. The two golden lights contained the impact of an Emperor God each,” Emperor 

God Bing Can was shocked. 

He was on the fifty-fourth place on Heaven and Earth Supreme ranking list. There was some distance to 

Peak Emperor God. 

However, he wasn’t too far from it. When he fought with a Peak Emperor God, he could withstand it for 

a bit. 

Hence, when he had first fought with Jian Wushuang, he had had no scruples. However, when he fought 

with him then… Jian Wushuang’s power frightened him. 

The two Hong Jung Golden Swords equaled an Emperor God’s power each. However, according to the 

information that he had obtained, speed was the scariest factor of Jian Wushuang’s two Hong Jun 

Golden Swords!! 

Chapter 1837: Breaking A Piece of Dead Wood 

 

“Power itself is already so fierce. Just how scary can the speed would be?” Emperor God Bing Can 

couldn’t help but think. 

He had just thought about it when he got to experience it the next moment. 

The two Hong Jun Golden Swords that were pushed back from the impact quivered then came in front 

of him again like electric arcs. 

The distance of tens of thousands of miles was almost instantly pierced by the two Hong Jun Golden 

Swords. 

“Too fast,” Emperor God Bing Can stared and the saber in his hands was swung out again. 

Dang! Dang! Dang! Dang! Dang! Dang! Dang! 

There were continuous clashes. Every single clash contained terrifying power that made Emperor God 

Bing Can retreat. Just as he steadied himself, Hong Jun Golden Swords flew over again. They didn’t give 

him any chance to gasp for air. 

He had already gone all out, but under the continuous attacks of the two Hong Jun Golden Swords, he 

constantly retreated. Under continuous hits, his divine body was constantly attacked and his injuries 

constantly worsen. 

“Emperor God Bing Can, I came to help you.” 

There was a loud roar and a white-robed elderly appeared with a sword that suddenly increased in size 

like a lofty mountain and pressed towards Jian Wushuang. 

The white-robed elderly was a Peak Sir God himself. When he performed the stroke with his all, the 

power was sufficient to move an ordinary Emperor God. 

However, Jian Wushuang’s eyes turned cold at the sight. 



“Go away!” 

Jian Wushuang spat coldly and sent a palm in the direction of the white-robed elderly. 

The palm seemed to contain the entire reincarnation. It instantly collided with the sword directly. 

There was a loud bang and the sword flew off, along with the white-robed elderly who turned into a 

flowing light. As the white-robed elderly flew off, he was spitting blood and his aura grew dispirited. 

A top Sir God broke down under Jian Wushuang’s palm. 

“Emperor God Jiu Yin, don’t let those Sir Gods interrupt me,” Jian Wushuang glanced at Emperor God Jiu 

Ying in the void from afar. 

“I tried my best,” Emperor God Jiu Yin smiled bitterly. 

Although he was an Emperor God, he had to fight with eleven Sir Gods with four Dao soldiers. Among 

the eleven Sir Gods, there were a few top Sir Gods. Although he wasn’t afraid, the other party’s 

headcount was higher. He had no choice if there were one or two Sir Gods who had the time to 

interrupt the battle on the other side. 

“Humph!” 

Jian Wushuang stared at Emperor God Bing Can in front of him coldly. 

The white-robed elderly interrupted and gave Emperor God Bing Can a chance to pant. 

Then… 

Hong! 

There was an unprecedented chilliness that swept out from Emperor God Bing Can. Emperor God Bing 

Can’s face grew red and the chilliness formed into a storm and swept out. 

“Are you going all-out now?” Jian Wushuang’s expression grew cold. When he saw Emperor God Bing 

Can’s aura soar, his summoned his willpower and there was a golden light that instantly burst out in 

silence. 

“Go, go away!” 

Emperor God Bing Can’s eyes grew red as he swung the saber in his hand. 

Dang! Dang! 

There were two clashes and the two Hong Jun Golden Sword flew off from the impact. Emperor God 

Bing Can’s body retreated. Vroom! Another strange golden light appeared in front of him on the way. 

“The third one?” Emperor God Tian Can stared. 

He didn’t know Jian Wushuang had nine Hong Jun Golden Swords. The higher his comprehension of 

Spacetime Doctrine, the more Hong Jun Golden Swords he could use. 

Previously, Jian Wushuang’s comprehension towards Spacetime Doctrine had stopped at the peak of 

level six. Hence, he was limited to using two Hong Jun Golden Swords. But then… 



Jian Wushuang had received countless opportunities and benefits from the six thousand years on the 

ancient battlefield. In terms of power, the one with the most improvement was Spacetime Doctrine!!! 

He of course could perform the third Hong Jun Golden Sword then. 

“D*mn?it!” Emperor God Tian Can’s face grew grave. 

Merely two Hong Jun Golden Swords had already brought about great stress and he was pathetically 

suppressed even when he gave his all. Then, there was another one? 

How could he resist? 

“Jian Wushuang’s power definitely isn’t at the level of an ordinary Peak Emperor God!” Emperor God 

Tian Can roared in anger and his figure retreated. 

“You want to flee? You don’t stand a chance,” there was billowing murderous intention in Jian 

Wushuang’s eyes. There was a bolt of Spacetime power that permeated the air. 

“Secret Skill of Ancient God, Moon Picking Skill!” 

Vroom. The entire universe and the entire spacetime was pressing towards Emperor God Tian Can 

mercilessly. 

Emperor God Tian Can’s figure was instantly restricted by the boundless pressure and his speed 

diminished greatly. Even the actions of his hand became difficult. 

The three golden lights were like three death curses. They continuously plunged over at high speed. 

“No!” 

Emperor God Tian Can let out an unwilling roar and barely raised his hand to resist one Hong Jun Golden 

Sword, but the other two hit his skull and his chest respectively. 

The armor on the surface of his body activated its power but it was an armor at the level of Chaotic 

Divine Treasure after all. Its defense power was limited and he was hit directly. 

The sight struck many surrounding experts. 

“Dead? Emperor God Tian Can was killed?” 

“How did it happen so quickly?” 

“It has only been a short while.” 

Many Sir Gods were gawking in disbelief. 

They knew that Emperor God Tian Can was definitely not Jian Wushuang’s match. However, there 

shouldn’t be any problem for him to hold Jian Wushuang back. 

But in the end, how long had it taken? 

From the explosion of the war until then, it was slow in words but in actual fact, it had only been a short 

while, like twenty breaths’ time. 



Jian Wushuang’s Hong Jun Golden Swords had only hit a dozen times. In such a short timespan, Emperor 

God Tian Can was killed by Jian Wushuang? 

It was like breaking a piece of dead wood.?It was definitely an easy kill. 

To be able to kill the other party so quickly, just how huge was their difference in power? 

“Sword Emperor…” 

Even Emperor God Liu Guang by the side was looking at Jian Wushuang in shock. 

She knew of Emperor God Tian Can’s power. Even if she were to kill him, she would require more time. 

To do it so smoothly and cleanly, like breaking a piece of dead wood, she couldn’t do it. 

“The three golden lights… are Hong Jun Golden Swords that made him gain fame, right? He could 

perform three of them. Every one equals a hit by a Peak Emperor God and the speed is so swift. In 

addition to the Secret Skill of Ancient God, Moon Picking Skill, it is really difficult to run away from him,” 

Emperor God Liu Guang complimented and acknowledged Jian Wushuang’s power. 

“Maybe he isn’t as strong as I am. He is definitely much stronger than Fortress Master Hong Tian. Even if 

he were to compare to the Master of Star Palace, I reckon their powers wouldn’t be far apart.” 

“In terms of hunting power, he is much stronger than I, the Master of Star Palace and also Fortress 

Master Hong Tian!!” 

Chapter 1838: The Last Person 

 

Hunting power… 

It was true that Jian Wushuang’s Hong Jung Golden Sword and Moon Picking Skill were closely related to 

Spacetime Doctrine. 

As for Spacetime Doctrine, speed was the most impressive factor. Jian Wushuang relied on the two 

techniques. As soon as he suppressed his enemy, it would be very difficult for them to flee. 

Although Emperor God Liu Guang and the Master of Star Palace were powerful, they would need to put 

in a lot of effort to kill a powerful Emperor God. Besides, they might let their enemy flee. They were 

definitely not as relaxed as Jian Wushuang. 

The moment Emperor God Bing Can died, Jian Wushuang was free. Then… Jian Wushuang turned to look 

at the eleven Sir Gods at the side. 

The eleven Sir Gods were fighting ferociously with Emperor God Jiu Ying and the four silver-armored 

Dao soldiers. 

Along with Jian Wushuang’s flash of murderous intention, the three Hong Jun Golden Swords instantly 

became three resplendent golden light under his control. Then, they flew in three different directions 

simultaneously. 

Suddenly, the three Hong Jun Golden Swords appeared behind three different Sir Gods. 



“No!” 

“This…” 

“D*mn it!” 

The three Sir Gods’ faces changed. Some of them were fighting with Emperor God Jiu Yin together, some 

were fighting with the silver-armored Dao soldiers. However, Jian Wushuang’s Hong Jun Golden Sword 

suddenly flew at them and didn’t give them any chance to struggle. 

The three Hong Jun Golden Sword instantly pierced two bodies. 

Although there was one who responded in time and blocked the attack, Hong Jun Golden Sword 

contained the power of a Peak Emperor God. The moment he collided with the sword, the Sir God got 

severely injured while the Hong Jun Golden Sword only quivered slightly and continued its attack. It 

pierced the person’s head. 

In the blink of an eye, the three Sir Gods were killed. 

“My goodness!” 

“Too scary!” 

“We can’t resist the golden swords!” 

“Run, hurry up and run!” 

The remaining Sir Gods were terrified and they started running away. 

They were originally forced to team up in order to defend their lives. However, dealing with Jian 

Wushuang’s crushing power and his terrifying massacre pattern, they were shivering in fear. It had only 

been a short while since the explosion of the war but Sir God Tian Can and three Sir Gods had died. 

At first, the team formation that could fight for a while suddenly had a great disparity in power. Plus, 

there was Jian Wushuang who was a killing machine. 

They had already lost their courage to continue the fight. 

However, although they wanted to run away, they would require Jian Wushuang’s permission. 

Jian Wushuang flipped his hand and there was a purple pearl that gave out a unique aura that appeared 

in his hand. 

It was a One Realm Pearl. 

“Die!” 

Jian Wushuang moved with his willpower and boundless purple energy swept out from the One Realm 

Pearl. It instantly covered the surrounding void of a few million miles. The Sir Gods who were ready to 

run were engulfed within. 

One Realm Pearl, turned into a formation with one willpower. 

“Today, none of you shall escape.” 



Jian Wushuang’s voice that contained shocking murderous intention reverberated in the few million 

miles void engulfed in the formation. 

The remaining eight Sir Gods saw that their ways were blocked and they panicked. Such fear and shock 

turned into madness in a short period of time. 

“I will fight all out with him!” 

“Even if I die, I won’t let him leave in peace.” 

“Die! Die! Die!” 

The eight Sir Gods’ faces were distorted. They instantly turned around and charged at Jian Wushuang. 

Among them were a few that had billowing energy. Some were churning with magical clouds. There 

were two Sir Gods who had consumed a few elixirs and their auras had increased tremendously. 

It was obvious that the eight Sir Gods were going all-out. 

It could be called a last chance. It could also be called a desperate fight of a cornered beast. 

Looking at the Eight Sir Gods’ faces, they were cold and fearless. 

“Emperor God Jiu Yin, let’s do this!” 

Jian Wushuang said coldly, then the three Hong Jun Golden Swords flew out first. Then, he took a huge 

leap and drew out Blood Mountain Sword. 

Blood Mountain Sword that already transformed into Chaotic Divine Treasure displayed terrifying sword 

intention that could shake the universe. 

“Even when eleven Sir Gods team up, there was nothing and you wanted to struggle when there are 

only eight of you?” 

“Die!” 

Emperor God Jiu Yin smirked coldly and his figure turned ghostly as he flashed here and there. 

The four silver-armored Dao soldiers followed. 

The experts from both parties instantly fought. 

The battle ended very quickly. In a short while, the eight Sir Gods were killed. 

Among the eight Sir Gods, there were six who were killed by the three Hong Jun Golden Swords. 

“Sword Emperor, your golden sword is really scary.” 

Emperor God Jiu Ying looked at the three Hong Jun Golden Sword floating around Jian Wushuang and he 

looked reverent. 

The fear of the three Hong Jun Golden Sword’s was seen in his eyes. It would have been okay if there 

was only one. However, the combination of three, he couldn’t resist. If he were to fight with Jian 

Wushuang, he could only opt for fleeing. As for he could escape, that would depend on his luck. 



“Emperor God Tian Can and all the Sir Gods were killed. Now, there is only one person left,” Jian 

Wushuang’s gaze was cold as he looked to the other side of the battlefield. 

On the battlefield, Emperor God Liu Guang were fighting ferociously with Fortress Master Hong Tian. 

Of course, Emperor God Liu Guang definitely had the upper hand and she suppressed Fortress Master 

Hong Tian. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Jian Wushuang and Emperor God Jiu Yin’s body appeared on the battlefield. 

The two people who were fighting instantly stopped. 

Fortress Master Hong Tian was holding a huge axe in each hand and there was rage soaring from his 

body. However, his face didn’t look good. 

He had never expected the total of twelve Almighties, including Emperor God Tian Can. Such a great 

formation would be massacred by Jian Wushuang in such a short time. 

Jian Wushuang’s power was much stronger than he had imagined. 

While the Almighties at his side had been killed while Jian Wushuang, Emperor God Liu Guang and 

Emperor God Jiu Yin had maintained their full fighting force. If the three Emperor Gods were to team 

up… 

“I’m in big trouble!” 

Fortress Master Hong Tian felt an intense danger. 

“Fortress Master Hong Tian, like I said, I will come to Deluge Fortress and kill all thirteen of you. I never 

go back on my words,” Jian Wushuang’s voice was cold. 

Fortress Master Hong Tian’s face grew in distress. He glanced at Jian Wushuang and suddenly said 

solemnly, “Jian Wushuang, if I were to swear now that I would stay at the border of Eternal Chaotic 

World from today, and as long as Lineage of Star is there, I will never step foot in the ten sanctuaries, 

would you be willing to let me go?” 

“Oh?” Jian Wushuang smirked and said, “If it was on Thunderbolt Island and you said so before every 

expert of Sanctuary Alliance, I would consider it. But now… It’s too late!” 

Chapter 1839: Soul Burn 

 

“It’s too late!” 

Although it was three simple words, they seemed to have given Fortress Master Hong Tian his death 

sentence. 

“It’s too late?” 



Fortress Master Hong Tian lowered his head and he seemed to feel remorseful. However, all of a 

sudden, Fortress Master Hong Tian’s body expanded fiercely and his body was like a ferocious beast 

from the past and it dashed out instantly. He then bellowed furiously, “Then you shall die first!” 

Fortress Master Hong Tian’s expression was hideous, like a cornered beast’s. 

His hands then unleashed a ray of black light. The ray of black light was ice-cold and it headed toward 

Jian Wushuang’s head immediately with an infinite amount of coldness. 

The speed of the ray of black light was actually faster than the Hong Jun Golden Sword’s extremely fast 

speed. 

“I knew that you would do this,” Jian Wushuang’s eyes turned grave. 

He knew that an ancient existence and an overlord like the Fortress Master Hong Tian would not beg for 

forgiveness like an idiot when he was near a situation where he would die. 

His begging for forgiveness was simply to create an opportunity to use his own killing move. 

However, it was a pity that Jian Wushuang had already taken precautions against that a long time ago. 

The instant the ray of black light appeared, Divine Power emerged from Jian Wushuang’s body and he 

extended his palm. 

“Ancient God’s Unique Skill, Eight Divine Mountains!” 

Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Eight lofty golden Divine Mountains landed in front of Jian Wushuang and they acted as layers of 

defense. 

Although the speed of the ray of black light was unbelievable, it was not too powerful in terms of power. 

Hence, after piercing through six golden Divine Mountains in succession, it stopped at the seventh 

Divine Mountain. 

“It stopped?” 

Fortress Master Hong Tian’s eyes turned scarlet in color. When he saw that Emperor God Liu Guang had 

already taken form in front of him, he turned his body to the back instantly and escaped hastily. 

Fortress Master Hong Tian had unleashed a Secret Skill to escape with all his might. As his speed was 

extremely frightening, he covered millions of miles of distance instantly and appeared before the purple 

formation. 

“Break!” 

As Fortress Master Hong Tian looked at the great formation which was formed by the One Realm Pearl, 

he gave a thunder-like roar and two giant axes swung out. 

For the two giant axes, both had the power to split the heavens and earth apart. When they were swung 

powerfully on the purple energy wall, rumble~~~ The whole formation shook madly. However, it still 

blocked the attacks of the giant axes in the end. 



“What?” Fortress Master Hong Tian’s expression changed. 

He was a Peak Emperor God and the attack that he had unleashed was actually unable to destroy the 

great formation in front of him? 

It should be known that the great formation was obviously a treasure that Jian Wushuang had used and 

it was formed in an instant. As such, logically, it should not be so powerful. 

Upon seeing that, Jian Wushuang laughed coldly. 

“One Realm Pearl is a treasure that I obtained from the ancient battle and it came from the Ancient 

Past. Although it is not a Chaos Divine Treasure, its worth and its effects are greater than that of a 

normal Chaos Divine Treasure. For the great formation that the One Realm Pearl contains, if I were to 

unleash it with my current Divine Power, although it would be formed instantly, it would be be 

considered the ravings of a lunatic if it were destroyed by one attack from a Peak Emperor God.” 

Jian Wushuang had tested the power of the great formation from the One Realm Palace a long time ago. 

Even if it were him attacking it with his full power, it would still take him two to three attacks to destroy 

the great formation. 

As for Fortress Master Hong Tian, his abilities were not as strong as Jian Wushuang’s. 

“Let’s not give him any chances. Let’s attack together and kill him,” Jian Wushuang said with a heavy 

voice. 

“Leave it to me.” 

Emperor God Liu Guang’s eyes turned cold and dense white light gathered in her fair palms. 

A frightening aura was also gathering on her hands slowly. 

Jian Wushuang’s eyes shrank. He knew that Emperor God Liu Guang was unleashing her killing move. 

Boom! 

The universe shook. After that, three brilliant lustres attacked while illuminating the surroundings. 

The three lustres were not obstructed in the slightest and they even ignored the spacetime. In an 

instant, they appeared in front of Fortress Master Hong Tian. 

Fortress Master Hong Tian was like a lion who was extremely furious and he activated his Secret Skill. 

With that, the two giant axes in his hands expanded and he swung them fiercely. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Three loud sounds could be heard. What followed that were the sounds of Fortress Master Hong Tian 

spitting out blood. 

Before Emperor God Liu Guang’s killing move, although Fortress Master Hong Tian was a Peak Emperor 

God, he was still seriously injured. 



Just then, a giant crack appeared at the top of the void abruptly. An infinite amount of purple sacred 

thunder was also gathering in the crack crazily and it descended slowly with the power to destroy the 

world. 

“Ancient God’s Secret Skill, Thunder Attracting Skill!” 

Jian Wushuang’s eyes were glowing with a black jade lustre and more than hundreds of Life Destroying 

Sacred Thunder that had gathered in the crack fused together instantly to form a giant Life Destroying 

Thunder Dragon. It then descended while roaring furiously and it covered Fortress Master Hong Tian’s 

body at once. 

As for Emperor God Jiu Yin, he appeared quietly beside Fortress Master Hong Tian like an assassin and a 

noiseless saber light headed toward Fortress Master Hong Tian’s nape abruptly. 

“AHHHHH!!!” 

“All of you have forced me to do this!!” 

With a loud and furious roar, Fortress Master Hong Tian went insane completely. On his forehead and 

body, a vein emerged and it was so hideous that it was frightening. 

At the same time, the aura on Fortress Master Hong Tian’s body rose again. 

Moreover, its speed of rising was extremely frightening! 

“This is Soul Burn? Not good!” Emperor God Liu Guang’s expression changed greatly. 

Boom! 

With a loud sound, a fearsome axe shadow split everything in the universe apart and also split the Life 

Destroying Thunder Dragon, which had descended from the void above, into two. In addition, the saber 

light that Emperor God Jiu Yin had unleashed dispersed instantly as well. On top of that, great portions 

of void burst apart like paper paste. 

Amidst this frightening Divine Power storm, a three-meter-tall body which looked like a demon god 

stepped forward fiercely. 

The first person that he appeared in front of was Emperor God Liu Guang. 

Swish! 

An axe shadow descended. 

White lustres then appeared in front of Emperor God Liu Guang immediately and they acted as 

protective screens. At the same time, she swung her jade hands abruptly and her great amount of Divine 

Power formed a giant palm print to block the attack from the axe shadow. However, the shocking axe 

shadow swept past her unreasonably. 

The protective screens which were formed by many white lustres were smashed into pieces instantly 

and the giant palm print which accompanied them also dissipated. 

“Hmph!” 



With a groan, some blood flowed out from the corners of the Emperor God Liu Guang’s mouth and her 

body was sent flying. 

“Jian Wushuang, I want you dead!” 

A hysterical voice reverberated across the universe and the face of the three-meter-tall, demonic, god-

like body had already distorted to its maximum. However, one could still tell vaguely that the demonic, 

god-like body was Fortress Master Hong Tian. However, he had already become crazy like never before. 

Boom! 

After taking another step, Fortress Master Hong Tian, who had already gone insane, appeared in front of 

Jian Wushuang. 

Swish! 

A giant axe shadow descended again. 

“Sword Emperor, be careful!” Emperor God Liu Guang warned immediately. 

“What?” 

Jian Wushuang’s expression changed. He had not expected that at such a stage, Fortress Master Hong 

Tian would still able to use some techniques to unleash such fearsome fighting capabilities. 

However, fortunately, his reaction was fast and he gathered Divine Power right away. The Blood 

Mountain Sword in his hands then unleashed a frightening sword essence. 

“Reincarnation Sword Principle, Fourth Move!” 

Chapter 1840: The Last Counterattack 

 

Bang! 

The loud noise shook the earth. Jian Wushuang’s face grew dim. He could feel that the Blood Mountain 

Sword in his hand was extremely unyielding. 

In the unyieldingness, Blood Mountain Sword was slashed to the side and the towering axe shadows 

containing some power hit Jian Wushuang’s body. 

“Sh*t,” Emperor God Liu Guang was shocked. 

“Sword Emperor?” Emperor God Jiu Yin stared. 

Hong! 

A terrifying power spread like a rising tide. 

Jian Wushuang’s body quivered and then flew off like a bomb. He flew over ten of thousands of miles 

before he regained his stability. 

When he steadied himself, Jian Wushuang’s face was slightly paler than it had been before. 



Looking at the scene, Emperor God Liu Guang and Emperor Jiu Yin were astonished. 

“Are… are you joking?” Emperor God Jiu Yin looked in disbelief. “Fortress Master Hong Tian burned his 

Soul Power, it is the strongest attack that he performed with his all. Even Emperor God Liu Guang would 

have been injured if she took the hit directly. But Sword Emperor, the huge axe hit his body and only his 

face turned pale slightly? That’s it?” 

“How is it possible?” Emperor God Liu Guang was shocked too. 

Such a terrifying hit, even though Jian Wushuang had blocked half of its power with his sword, the 

remaining power theoretically could kill an Emperor God too. 

In the end, Jian Wushuang merely turned slightly paler from the axe hit. There was no bleeding, let 

alone spitting blood or being severely injured. 

His defense power was this strong? 

Jian Wushuang looked at the crimson armor surfacing on his body in surprise. 

The crimson armor was originally blotted with rust. However, when it recognized Jian Wushuang’s as its 

owner, it resumed its original look and became extremely eye-catching, like magma from a volcano. The 

reason why Jian Wushuang wasn’t injured from the fierce hit by Fortress Master Hong Tian was because 

of the crimson armor. 

“Five Gem Armor… Senior Wu Hun really gave me a great treasure,” Jian Wushuang muttered. 

The crimson armor, which was Five Gem Armor, was something that had been relied upon by experts in 

ancient times. 

Jian Wushuang had obtained only the damaged Five Gem Armor and it could only perform less than ten 

percent of its power. Even so, its defense power was far beyond Jian Wushuang’s imagination. Jian 

Wushuang had even thought that the defense power of?Five Gem Armor then was much stronger than 

the Chaotic Divine Treasure level armor that Emperor God Tian Xiao was wearing back then. 

In addition to Jian Wushuang’s strong divine body, because of his possession of ancient tribe bloodline, 

he also had Five Gem Armor to protect his body. It would be a wild wish if Fortress Master Hong Tian 

burned his soul power with the intention of killing Jian Wushuang. 

“Sword Emperor, Fortress Master Hong Tian burned his soul in order to explode such ferocious power, 

However, he who is a Peak Emperor God, his soul wouldn’t be that strong. The burning of his soul 

wouldn’t last long. We only have to drag him on for a little longer. By then, we can kill him easily,” 

Emperor God Liu Guang shared a message. 

“I understand,” Jian Wushuang’s gaze fixed upon Fortress Master Hong Tian. He could tell that Fortress 

Master Hong Tian was totally fighting a desperate fight, like a cornered beast. 

“Die!””Die!” 

Jian Wushuang and Emperor God Liu Guang charged at him again. 



Then, the two of them didn’t fight head-on with Fortress Master Hong Tian but indirectly entangled with 

Fortress Master Hong Tian. 

As for Emperor God Jiu Yin… his power was weak and any single axe hit by Fortress Master Hong Tian 

then could severely injure him. He didn’t have the guts to bother Fortress Master Hong Tian and he hid 

far away. 

“D*mn. I’m not happy!” 

“I will not submit!!!” 

Fortress Master Hong Tian roared. With the burning of his soul power, he wanted to hurt Jian Wushuang 

and Emperor God Liu Guang badly. 

However, Emperor God Liu Guang was powerful and her speed was shockingly swift. Fortress Master 

Hong Tian couldn’t touch her at all. 

As for Jian Wushuang, he was fearless. He was totally confident in fighting Fortress Master Hong Tian 

head-on. Even if he couldn’t match him evenly, it would be impossible for Fortress Master Hong Tian to 

hurt him. 

In a short while… 

“Ah!!!!” 

Fortress Master Hong Tian roared as his consciousness became blurry. 

It was the price to pay for burning his soul. 

One should know that soul was an Almighty’s foundation, the core item. 

When divine body was damaged, it could be recovered with the aid of treasure. But when the soul was 

damaged, it would be a few times more difficult to recover. 

Fortress Master Hong Tian burned his soul in madness and he couldn’t stop when he ignited the 

burning. The final outcome would be the complete disappearance of soul. Hence, Fortress Master Hong 

Tian died. 

Although his soul power had yet to burn to the end, his consciousness had dispersed due to too much 

burning. 

Then, Jian Wushuang and Emperor God Liu Guang stopped. They looked at Fortress Master Hong Tian’s 

aura grew weaker in front of them. Then, in the end… 

Psst! 

A golden light burst out and Jian Wushuang’s Hong Jun Golden Sword pierced Fortress Master Hong 

Tian’s head then shattered his divine body. 

An overlord, Fortress Master Hong Tian, who had reached the peak of Emperor God level, had died. 

When they that saw Fortress Master Hong Tian had finally died, Jian Wushuang and Emperor God Liu 

Guang both let out a sigh of relief. 



“Peak Emperor God is really not that easy to kill,” Jian Wushuang sighed. 

Fortress Master Hong Tian among Peak Emperor Gods wasn’t considered the strongest and he was only 

on the thirty-sixth place on Heaven and Earth Supreme ranking list. However, he had also brought about 

trouble for them, especially when Fortress Master Hong Tian had risked his all by burning his soul 

power. Luckily, Jian Wushuang had Five Gem Armor to protect his body. Otherwise, his counterattack 

before his death would pay the price. 

“Soul Burn, only an expert whose soul strength has reached a certain level could perform. He at least 

has to be a Peak Emperor God to perform this move. And as Peak Emperor God, only under one 

circumstance would he perform this move, which was when he knew that he would definitely die. He 

would risk his life to make a final counterattack in order to try his best to kill his enemy. The moment he 

uses this move, death is his only outcome,” Emperor God Liu Guang said. 

Jian Wushuang nodded in silence. 

He also could tell that Fortress Master Hong Tian was already hopeless. He had no choice, that’s why he 

had performed that move. 

“Emperor God Hong Tian was a Peak Emperor God. His soul power has reached the threshold of this 

move. However, he is too weak after all. Even when he performed this move, he couldn’t bring about 

damage to us. If it were to be another Peak Emperor God who was stronger, the outcome would be 

beyond our imagination. Or even if it were to be a Great Emperor who burned his soul in a desperate 

situation, that would truly be a horror. 

Emperor God Liu Guang said and her eyes revealed a tinge of fear subconsciously. 

 


